Motivation: Sample source, procurement process and other technical variations introduce batch effects into genomics data. Algorithms to remove these artifacts enhance differences between known biological covariates, but also carry potential concern of removing intragroup biological heterogeneity and thus any personalized genomic signatures. As a result, accurate identification of novel subtypes from batch-corrected genomics data is challenging using standard algorithms designed to remove batch effects for class comparison analyses. Nor can batch effects be corrected reliably in future applications of genomics-based clinical tests, in which the biological groups are by definition unknown a priori. Results: Therefore, we assess the extent to which various batch correction algorithms remove true biological heterogeneity. We also introduce an algorithm, permuted-SVA (pSVA), using a new statistical model that is blind to biological covariates to correct for technical artifacts while retaining biological heterogeneity in genomic data. This algorithm facilitated accurate subtype identification in head and neck cancer from gene expression data in both formalin-fixed and frozen samples. When applied to predict Human Papillomavirus (HPV) status, pSVA improved cross-study validation even if the sample batches were highly confounded with HPV status in the training set. Availability and implementation: All analyses were performed using R version 2.15.0. The code and data used to generate the results of this manuscript is available from https://sourceforge.net/projects/psva.
INTRODUCTION
High-throughput genome-scale data can yield powerful predictors of sample phenotype. When applied to disease such as human cancers, the resulting classifiers may predict patient prognosis or therapeutic strategy to select appropriate personalized treatment. Nonetheless, technical artifacts from sample collection and processing introduce biologically irrelevant signal into highthroughput data, referred to as 'batch effects'. Even modest changes to experimental design, such as the microarray scan date or technician, can adversely impact the accuracy of genomic analyses (Leek et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2010) . Several batch correction algorithms can remove these artifacts statistically, provided that pertinent biological groups are known and well represented in each batch (Gagnon-Bartsch and Speed, 2012; Johnson et al., 2007; Leek and Storey, 2007; Sun et al., 2011) .
Current batch correction algorithms remove signal unrelated to the 'protected' biological groups, thereby enhancing group differences unrelated to batch. For example, ComBat corrects genomic data using an empirical Bayes framework to fit parameters in a linear model containing both batch and biological covariates (Johnson et al., 2007) . Similarly, Surrogate Variable Analysis (SVA; Leek and Storey, 2007) uses an iterative procedure to estimate the effect of batch covariates spanning a space not associated with biological covariates. Although essential for class comparison, these corrections sometimes unintentionally eliminate true biological heterogeneity not encoded in the modeled biological covariates. As a result, novel patterns cannot be identified from such corrected data, limiting inference of either dynamics from time course genomics data or of novel disease subtypes. The heterogeneity of human tumors makes the removal of sample heterogeneity particularly challenging in cancer genomics. In this field, biological heterogeneity is essential to realize the central goal of identifying personalized genomic signatures to select optimal treatments for each cancer patient. Worse still, the need to prioritize collection of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples for pathology may introduce an imbalance and significant technical artifacts in samples available for such classification (Viljoen and Blackburn, 2013) .
This study provides a comprehensive assessment of the extent to which batch correction techniques, including notably SVA and ComBat, remove such biological heterogeneity when correcting for technical artifacts. We also propose a new algorithm, permuted-SVA (pSVA), to counteract such overcorrection of genomics data. This algorithm incorporates an innovative statistical model in the computational framework of SVA (Leek and *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Storey, 2007) to iteratively refine sample clusters after modeling the effect of known batches. This algorithm removes technical artifacts in replicate samples, while retaining biological heterogeneity in samples. As a result, correcting genomics data with pSVA improves subtype identification and class discovery in batch-affected gene expression data from head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) tumors.
METHODS

pSVA
Batch correction procedures typically model a response composed of two components: biological signal and experimental artifacts. For example, SVA models a matrix of gene expression data D of g genes (rows) and s samples (columns) as
where P is a model matrix describing pertinent biological covariates, A the matrix of coefficients relating each gene to the covariates in P, ! the model matrix corresponding to unmodeled factors (typically batch covariates), B the matrix of coefficients relating each gene to the factors in ! and " unbiased random noise. SVA assumes that the factors in ! are unknown. Therefore, rather than estimating these factors directly, SVA instead estimates their net effect on gene expression (i.e. B!) using an iterative procedure that assumes these factors span a space inferred from genes not associated with the biological covariates. This procedure assumes that the gene expression data is a linear combination of mean-zero random noise and known biological covariates (AP), which must be 'protected' during the estimation of B. By basing correction in inferred sets of genes not associated with known biological covariates enables SVA to estimate technical artifacts that are not necessarily orthogonal to biological covariates, in contrast to standard applications of PCA. SVA's above-described deconvolution of experimental artifacts from biological signal is based upon independent assessment of biologically relevant groups, not information content in the data. However, in many cases true sources of biological heterogeneity (e.g. disease subtypes, time course response) are unknown a priori, whereas technical covariates (e.g. data source) are known. In these cases, SVA's optimization procedure will by definition model the true sources of biological heterogeneity as technical artifacts and remove them from the data when not contained in the model covariates (P). However, we note that the PCA procedure used at the core of SVA is frequently used as a clustering method to model subtypes in genomic data. Based upon this observation, pSVA reverses the standard application of SVA to model biological heterogeneity as those features estimated from genes not associated with known technical covariates in the model matrix ! (Fig. 1) . Specifically, pSVA inputs a model matrix of technical covariates (!) and then uses the iterative procedure in SVA to estimate the net effect of factors spanning from genes not associated with these technical artifacts. Namely, it identifies coefficients É corresponding to an orthonormal set of vectors ? that span the same space as the unknown biological covariates (columns of the model matrix P), so that É?=AP. Finally, pSVA retains this estimate for the product AP as the batch corrected denoised data for all subsequent analyses. Thus, the iterative use of PCA to estimate orthogonal covariates to batch in pSVA is analogous to iteratively refining estimates of batch with unknown sample subtypes. This algorithm is also naturally suited for class prediction or time course genomics because it never requires a priori knowledge of sample phenotypes unknown in future test sets. The new pSVA algorithm was implemented in an R function, provided on https://sourceforge.net/projects/psva.
Results with pSVA batch correction were compared with implementations of SVA in the SVA package . It was also compared with this package's implementation of ComBat, which also fits the model in Equation (1) from estimates of both P and ! with an empirical Bayes procedure, as depicted in Figure 1 (Johnson et al., 2007) . A combination of SVA and ComBat was also considered, for which SVA was applied to the data matrix resulting from ComBat correction.
Gene expression data, normalization and subtype identification
We formulated training data from our long-term retrospective profiling HNSCC primary tumors using Affymetrix hgu133plus2.0 in GSE3292 (Slebos et al., 2006) , GSE10300 (Cohen et al., 2009 ) and GSE53355 (accession numbers for each sample in Supplementary Table S1 ). The tumors were collected from HNSCC patients under an Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval at Vanderbilt University. Samples selected were either from frozen or FFPE tumors, results for some of which have been previously published (Chung et al., 2010 (Chung et al., , 2011 Gilbert et al., 2012; Slebos et al., 2006) . Briefly, the RNA samples were isolated from either frozen or FFPE tumors and amplified using four different commercially available RNA isolation kits over 4 years. (Pyeon et al., 2007) (Table 1 ). All arrays were normalized with fRMA (McCall et al., 2010) . Genelevel estimates were obtained by selecting the probe with maximum fold change across all samples and patient-specific estimates by average expression values for all replicate samples. Batch correction was applied considering sample procurement and RNA amplification kit as dominant batches. Batch correction with ComBat, SVA and their combination included a model for AP that protected for the known Human Papillomavirus (HPV) status of samples. HNSCC subtypes were defined from batch-corrected data using the classifier from Walter et al. (2013) , which distinguishes HPV-positive HNSCC as the 'atypical' subtype.
Genomic prediction of HPV status
HPV status of the tumors was determined by PCR as previously described (Slebos et al., 2006) . We developed a genomic classifier of Fig. 1 . Comparison of SVA, pSVA and ComBat. Illustration of the model batch-affected genomics data from distinct phenotypes modeled in Equation (1) (top). As described in the bottom table, SVA algorithm assumes that phenotype is known. SVA then uses an iterative algorithm to find those genes unaffected by batch, and thereby fit the depicted model. pSVA follows a similar procedure, in cases where the batch is assumed known a priori. In contrast, ComBat uses an empirical Bayes algorithm to model the effects of known biological and batch covariates HPV status using the PAM algorithm, implemented in the CRAN package pamr (Tibshirani et al., 2002) . Cross-batch validation considered data from Pyeon et al. (2007) , GSE6791, as an additional batch to each of the three batches distinguished by sample processing in our dataset. Training was then performed on three of the four batches and testing on data from the remaining batch, excluding any replicate samples from tumors also measured in the training set. The biological groups of the test set are by definition unknown in such class prediction problems. Therefore, we only applied ComBat, SVA and the combination of SVA and ComBat to the training data. We applied pSVA to batch correct both test and training data, training the batch correction in the latter algorithm on the same data used in the classifier. Although such correction of the test set may bias our results toward pSVA, we note that its exclusion of a priori knowledge of biological groups makes it the only algorithm for which we may perform such correction. Estimates of classes in the test set were obtained at the individual tumor level by voting across replicate samples, breaking ties with an assignment of the more probable and worse prognosis HPV-negative class.
The effects of varying degrees of confounding were simulated. Specifically, training sets were selected by setting a proportion p and selecting 10 p HPV-positive samples from GSE6791 (Pyeon et al., 2007) and 20ð1 À pÞ HPV-negative samples from our Frozen Nugen Ovation batch. An additional 10ð1 À pÞ HPV-positive samples were selected from our Frozen Nugen Ovation batch and 20 p HPV-negative from GSE6791 (Pyeon et al., 2007) , for a total of 10 HPV-positive and 20 HPV-negative samples. Thus, batch and HPV status are perfectly confounded when p is zero or one, and perfectly balanced when p is 0.5. A total of 100 training sets were selected from independent samples randomly for values of p between 0 and 1 at intervals of 0.1, for a total of 1100 simulations. Testing was performed on independent frozen samples in our study processed with the Nugen FFPE amplification kit.
RESULTS
Sample procurement and RNA isolation drive dominant gene expression signals
Our HNSCC dataset contained a total of 80 samples, with sample size and distribution of HPV status and sample processing shown in Table 1 . The counts in rows 1 to 3 include replicate samples from the same tumor spread along processing techniques (Supplementary Table S1 ). Excluding these replicate samples leaves a total of 39 unique HPV-negative and 22 unique HPV-positive samples. The distribution of expression values was more variable in FFPE samples than frozen samples ( Supplementary Fig. S2a ). Moreover, RNA expressed at high levels showed the greatest variability in the FFPE samples, consistent with anticipated RNA degradation. Although no apparent differences were observed in the distribution of frozen samples, the complexity in such study designs often introduces significant batch effects after apparent normalization. Hierarchical clustering confirmed that the RNA amplification kit was the dominant cause of expression differences between samples instead of any clinical attribute of the tumor samples ( Supplementary Fig. S2b ). We observed no significant batch effects between samples processed with Nugen Ovation 1 or Ovation 2 or samples processed with Nugen FFPE or FFPE_beta kits. Therefore, we label both Ovation 1 and Ovation 2 amplification kits as Nugen Ovation and labeled FFPE and FFPE_beta as Nugen FFPE.
Removing technical artifacts with pSVA preserves sample heterogeneity
We applied pSVA, ComBat, SVA and a combination of SVA and ComBat to data from our retrospective genomics study of HNSCC (Chung et al., 2010 (Chung et al., , 2011 Gilbert et al., 2012; Slebos et al., 2006) to remove the apparent artifacts from amplification kit and procurement observed in Supplementary Figure S2 . The applications of SVA and ComBat both model HPV status as the known biological covariate. Each of these techniques successfully mixes sample-processing groups in hierarchical clusters ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ) and makes the distribution of expression levels more similar between FFPE and frozen samples ( Supplementary Fig. S4a ). Despite this correction, each batch correction algorithm preserves differential expression of the established HPV biomarker in HNSCC, p16 (CDKN2A) (Robinson et al., 2010; Smeets et al., 2007) ( Supplementary  Fig. S4b ).
We also compared the correlation of gene expression profiles between samples corrected with each batch correction technique to assess the relative similarity between methods ( Supplementary  Fig. S5 ). Samples corrected with pSVA had most variable correlation coefficients with samples in the uncorrected data relative to any other batch correction technique. Applying ComBat alone yielded more similar gene expression profiles to pSVA than expression resulting after SVA correction alone or in combination with ComBat. Data corrected with pSVA was highly correlated to data obtained from applying SVA with known batches, suggesting that noise estimates for " in Equation (1) are truly unbiased. Similarly high correlations were observed for data corrected with SVA, including both HPV status and batch in the model, suggesting that pSVA is retaining pertinent heterogeneity without any knowledge of biological groups.
To further validate the success of these batch correction algorithms, we compared the correlation of expression profiles in replicate samples (Fig. 2a) . Prior to batch correction, there was substantial variation in expression profiles between replicate samples. Each batch correction algorithm increased the correlation between replicate samples, with greatest improvement observed when combining SVA and ComBat. However, only pSVA preserves the high heterogeneity between non-replicate samples reflective of tumor heterogeneity (Fig. 2b) . 
pSVA preserved validated clinical subtypes in HNSCC
The technical artifacts in gene expression data most significantly impacted clustering ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), potentially confounding subtype identification algorithms. To explore the preservation of subtypes after batch correction, we applied hierarchical clustering (Fig. 3) . In each dataset, we selected probes with larger average between sample variation than average between replicate variation to mitigate the impact of technical artifacts on inferred clusters, as described by Chung et al. (2004) . We then compared the relationship of inferred clusters with batch and to established HNSCC subtypes inferred with the Walter et al. (2013) classifier. In Chung et al. (2004) four subtypes of HNSCC were described based on gene expression with distinct molecular characteristics: Group 1 with high Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) and its ligand expressing tumors, Group 2 with characteristics of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, Group 3 with normal mucosal epithelium-like expression profile and Group 4 with an upregulation of xenobiotic metabolism seen in heavy smokers. Subsequently, these four Groups were termed: Group 1-Basal, Group 2-Mesenchymal, Group 3-Atypical and Group 4-Classical. Additional analysis indicated Atypical tumors included the majority of the HPV-positive HNSCC. Despite the probe selection, batch dominated clusters identified from the raw data (Fig. 3a) , with 61% of merged samples being in the batch. Nonetheless, within each sample groups closely matched documented HNSCC subtypes, with 79% of merged groups being assigned to the same sample. Applying SVA alone (Fig. 3c ) or in combination with ComBat (Fig. 3d ) best removed the relationship between batch and clusters, with 19 and 8% of samples merged from the same batch, respectively. Consistent with the protected groups in its model, applying SVA alone or in combination with ComBat retained only a cluster containing the Atypical group, characterized by a predominance of HPV-positive samples. However, both of these techniques also removed the relationship between other HNSCC subtypes, with only 46% of merged samples being of the same subtype for SVA and 44% for the combination of SVA and ComBat.
On the other hand, ComBat (Fig. 3b) and pSVA (Fig. 3e ) removed the association of clusters with batch with 34% or merged samples from the same batch, and also preserved sample subtypes. pSVA had higher similarity of subtypes in merged samples than ComBat (78% versus 72%). Notably, pSVA preserves these groups without encoding HPV status, which protects for the separation of 'atypical' HNSCC. Furthermore, the apparent clustering of 'classical' and 'atypical' subtypes in pSVA is consistent with recent suggestion of subtypes within HPV-positive (Atypical) HNSCC (Walter et al., 2013) .
Despite the apparent differences in inferred clusters, HNSCC subtypes inferred from pSVA closely matched those inferred in the non-batch-corrected data (9% discrepancy from pSVA) or ComBat-corrected data (8% discrepancy). Applying subtype classification to SVA or SVA and ComBat-corrected data yielded subtype inference with 50 and 63% discrepancy from subtypes inferred in the pSVA-corrected data, respectively.
Batch correcting training data enhanced cross-batch and cross-study prediction accuracy
We extended our study to test prediction accuracy of the PAM classifier when including the independent dataset from Pyeon et al. (2007) , GSE6791, containing additional frozen samples to assess the prediction accuracy in future samples subject to new batch effects. Specifically, we tested the accuracy of HPV status predicted for each batch from PAM classifiers trained on the remaining three independent batches (Table 2) . Even without batch correction, the prediction accuracy was higher than the median cross-validation accuracy for the independent dataset, GSE6791 (86%) and the frozen samples processed with the Nugen Ovation Amplification kit (88%) but degraded for the samples processed with the Nugen FFPE Amplification kit (69% for FFPE samples and 74% for frozen samples). We applied pSVA to batch correct the entire dataset and SVA and/or ComBat only to the training data. Batch correction was most essential to improving the prediction accuracy of the FFPE samples above that of a naive classifier that assigns all samples to be HPV-negative. In all cases, the combination of SVA and ComBat most accurately predicted HPV status. All other techniques had mixed accuracy depending upon the batch. Notably, applying pSVA to batch correct the test set improved the accuracy most for FFPE samples, which have the most technical artifacts ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ) and class imbalance (Table 2) .
3.5 pSVA batch correction stabilized prediction accuracy in classifiers trained on samples with high confounding between batch and HPV status
In the previous examples, each training and test set contain samples with widely different proportions of batch and HPV status, potentially introducing confounding which altered results of prediction accuracy. To control for this effect, we generated training sets selected from GSE6791 (Pyeon et al., 2007) and Frozen Nugen Ovation samples that were representative of the distribution of HPV-positive and -negative HNSCC in these batches (Table 1) at various levels of confounding between batch and biology. We tested the accuracy of the resulting PAM classifiers of HPV status before and after batch correction on the wellbalanced Frozen Nugen FFPE samples. We observed that prediction accuracy depended significantly on confounding, with PAM yielding median prediction accuracy below that for the na€ ıve classifier that classifies everything as HPV-negative when 8 of 10 HPV-positive samples were selected from GSE6791 (Pyeon et al., 2007) and 16 of 20 HPV-negative from Frozen Nugen Ovation samples (Fig. 4) . However, simply balancing the HPV status with batch increased the median prediction accuracy to that observed with both SVA and ComBat when developing the HPV classifier on the entire dataset excluding Frozen Nugen FFPE samples (Table 2) . Both ComBat and pSVA stabilized the median prediction accuracy (Fig. 4) and variability in prediction accuracy across levels of confounding ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Although the combination of ComBat and SVA stabilized median prediction accuracy, the accuracy was lower and more variable than that observed for ComBat or pSVA. Notably, pSVA improved median prediction accuracy above ComBat at high levels of confounding and was the only well-defined algorithm at 100% confounding, improving median prediction accuracy to levels observed for the na€ ıve classifier. SVA consistently degraded prediction accuracy below that observed without batch correction. Moreover, no bias correction techniques yielded classifiers that matched the high median accuracy observed through simply having a balanced study design.
DISCUSSION
Batch correction techniques have been well established for class comparison analysis of genomic data. Nonetheless, we observed that these algorithms potentially removed true biological heterogeneity to facilitate such comparison. Therefore, we developed a new batch correction technique, pSVA, which reversed the typical SVA (Leek et al., 2010) process to infer dominant sources of signal that is independent of known sources of technical artifacts. This algorithm simultaneously reduced differences in replicate samples arising from technical artifacts while maintaining differences between unique samples not observed with other batch correction techniques. Moreover, hierarchical clustering of pSVA-corrected data clearly delineated established HNSCC subtypes (Chung et al., 2004; Walter et al., 2013) from batch-affected gene expression data. The pSVA classification further divided the Atypical group into two primary clusters, consistent with the recent observation of the association of the Atypical group with HPV-positive samples (Walter et al., 2013) and of subtypes within HPV-positive HNSCC (Keck et al., 2013) . Moreover, encoding some of the known subgroups delineated by HPV status in our model did not substantially alter the batch-corrected data with pSVA. Therefore, we anticipate that future application of pSVA to genomics data from other human cancers without a priori knowledge of diseases will similarly retain patient-specific heterogeneity to facilitate class discovery. For example, encoding cancer types as batch with pSVA, similar to the model employed for batch correction in the TCGA PAN-CANCER project (Ciriello et al., 2013) , could better identify the molecularly distinct subtypes across human cancers that are required for personalized therapeutic selection. Beyond subtype identification, the pSVA algorithm may also facilitate more subtle patterns in genomic data using pattern-finding algorithms (Fertig et al., 2010) , particularly adept for time course data. For example, pSVA may enable the detection of the complex, interacting dynamic signals in time course data without the prior knowledge of specific time groups required for batch correction in Colantuoni et al. (2011) and should be explored in future work. An additional goal for genomics data is the development of classifiers to infer clinical groups in future genomics datasets that better assess prognosis or improve therapeutic selection. Implementation of such personalized genomics requires application of classification rules learned on training data to independent test data, for which phenotype is by definition unknown a priori. Because pSVA does not require knowledge of these groups, the algorithm can naturally be applied to also batch correct test data in such class discovery problems, and should be compared with other emerging techniques including fSVA (Parker et al., 2013) . Consistent with our previous findings (Leek et al., 2010; Parker and Leek, 2012) , we find that a welldesigned and balanced training set yields classifiers with the most accurate prediction results. When training sets were large and represented subtypes well across batches, batch correcting the training data alone using SVA and ComBat yielded the most accurate classifiers. However, these algorithms overcorrected the data for smaller training sets, thereby degrading the accuracy of genomics classifiers. Moreover, pSVA was notably the only technique able to accurately predict HPV status in the presence of substantial confounding between technical artifacts and sample groups. This result suggests that pSVA may facilitate the development of genomic biomarkers by combining public datasets provided that at least one such dataset contains a balanced sample design. Moreover, the ability of pSVA to correct for batch effects between frozen and FFPE samples may facilitate the development of classifiers for human cancers, in which the need to prioritize collection of FFPE samples from tissue availability often introduces an imbalance in samples available to train genomic classifiers. Nonetheless, careful cross-validation similar to that used in Parker and Leek (2012) must be performed to assess the appropriate batch correction technique for each dataset prior to building a genomic classifier for use on independent datasets. Taken together, our results suggest that the batch correction algorithm for genomics should be selected on the basis of the desired analysis goal. Briefly, these results suggest the use of the combination of SVA and ComBat for differential expression analysis and class discovery algorithms. However, pSVA gains an advantage for class discovery when the biological covariates represented in some of the genomic datasets are highly confounded with batch. Moreover, pSVA also yields the most consistent clusters, suggesting its use for class discovery problems. We note that alternative approaches for class comparison, including Cancer Outlier Profile Analysis (MacDonald and Ghosh, 2006) , that account for biological heterogeneity may likewise benefit from use of pSVA for batch correction. Because both pSVA and ComBat require prior knowledge of batch variables, either SVA (Leek and Storey, 2007) or control probe-based techniques (GagnonBartsch and Speed, 2012) are optimal for cases in which the batch information is unknown a priori. The lack of biological information in control-probes makes algorithms that use them less likely to remove biological signal, making them possible alternatives to pSVA for class discovery when batch is unknown.
The lack of technical artifacts in genes relevant to HNSCC biology was essential to the accurate subtype identification observed without batch correction. This may also explain the accuracy of cross-study and cross-batch prediction of HPV status from classifiers inferred when only the training data was batch corrected. However, we cannot assume the generality of these results in other systems (Parker et al., 2013) . Alternative batch correction algorithms based upon control probes similarly preserve hierarchical clusters and sample heterogeneity (GagnonBartsch and Speed, 2012) may be more adept at correcting for technical artifacts when making inference of biological subtypes directly from batch affected genes. However, the lack of control genes in RNA-seq or common controls across array technologies make pSVA a better candidate algorithm for preserving sample subtypes in cross-platform and RNA-seq analyses. Therefore, future extensions of pSVA are needed to account for technical artifacts when a gene or set of genes used for sample classification are themselves subject to batch effects.
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